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Bayside Council Candidate Questionnaire
Boyd, Castlefield and Ivison Wards
Please respond to the following statements and requests by:
1. Placing an X in the box under the Likert Scale of Strongly Agree to
Strongly Disagree
2. Providing additional explanation or commentary on your beliefs in the
space provided. Responses are limited to 150 words
NAME:

Craig Francis

SIGNED:
DATE:

27/9/2020

WARD:

Boyd Ward

Built Environment
HNA believes that:
Council should only support development applications if they are substantially
compliant with the Bayside Planning Scheme and improve the wellbeing of
present and future members of the Hampton community.
Council should oppose development applications that are not substantially
compliant with the Bayside Planning Scheme and reasonable community
expectations.
Council should support the allocation of staff time and sufficient resources to
meet the costs of external specialists to successfully defend C ncil planning
decisions that are the subject of an appeal to V.C.A.T.
Strongly
Agree
X

Somewhat
Agree

Neither Agree
Or Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Please expand upon your response and say what you will do if elected:
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Balancing the Victorian government mandated push towards greater
population density in suburban Melbourne against the need to maintain local
neighb h d ameni is clearly one of the major challenges facing councils.
From my observation of the current Bayside Council, the guidelines to
maximum limits as they have been established within the various Bayside
Design Development Overlay schedules are too often treated as a a ing
in for negotiations rather than as specifically set criteria.
The guidelines are there for a reason and are based on extensive
considerations and inputs from relevant stakeholders, and a nea en gh test
in my view is not how Council should be approaching each application.
Clearly each case needs to be reviewed on its merits, but I believe the HNA
b an iall c m lian test to be entirely appropriate. Although still open to
a degree of interpretation, this terminology sets out a clear standard against
which applications should be considered.

(Max. 150 words)
Hampton Community Infrastructure
HNA believes that:
Council owned community buildings in Hampton have reached or are close to
the end of their economic life, are no longer fit for purpose and will not meet the
needs of future users.
There has been maintenance expenditure but very limited capital investment by
Council in improvements to community buildings in Hampton since at least 1990
and the community of Hampton has grown in size and changed in demographic
composition since that time.
There is an opportunity to deliver existing and new community services better
and more cost effectively through modern purpose-built buildings.
In particular there is an opportunity to develop a new building located near to
Hampton Rail Station and Hampton Street Retail Area he Hampton
Community H b
To meet the needs of the Hampton community elected Councillors must advocate
for:
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1. Insertion of a new Strategic Objective in the Infrastructure Action section
of the 2021 Bayside Council Four Year Plan to construct a new Hampton
Community Hub
2. Completion of the planning, consultation, design, financing and tender
documentation of that Community Hub building on or before September
2023
3. Commencement of construction of that new Community Hub building on
or before September 2024
Strongly
Agree
X

Somewhat
Agree

Neither Agree
Or Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Please expand upon your response and say what you will do if elected:
It is clear from reviewing Bayside capital expenditure plans that Hampton
continues to be overlooked at the expense of neighbouring suburbs. It could
be argued that even the redistribution of Wards, whereby Hampton is split
across 3 separate wards, indicates a lack of focus on Hampton as a suburb in
its own right.
The Hampton Community Hub Masterplan is a significant step in the right
direction, bringing together under-utilised Council assets towards a
coordinated and well planned centralised precinct with significantly improved
car parking.
The challenge now is to progress
d into ac i n My success in senior
corporate roles is based on an ethos of cutting through red tape and finding
ways to put plans into effect, whilst bringing stakeholders along via a
consultative and inclusive approach.
I wholeheartedly support the setting of concrete dates and targets and will
ensure that Council is held accountable to achieving mutually agreed timelines.

(Max. 150 words)
Hampton and Highett Neighbourhood Environment
HNA believes that:
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Hampton and Highett are home to people in varying economic circumstances
and all stages of life from children, young singles, young families, working
couples to retired singles and couples.
Each of these groups use and identify strongly with differing aspects of the
natural environment, open space and urban neighbourhood where they live.
To meet the needs of the Hampton and Highett community elected Councillors
must act to:
1. Preserve the neighbourhood characteristics of Hampton and Highett that
are valued by its residents
2. Maintain the public assets and protect the quality of the open space in
sporting grounds, parks and coastal reserves
3. Support the vibrancy of the Hampton Street and Highett Road retail
precinct
Strongly
Agree
X

Somewhat
Agree

Neither Agree
Or Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Please expand upon your response and say what you will do if elected:
We are very fortunate to live in Bayside, and my decision to become a founding
member of the Sandringham Foreshore Association was driven by a strong
desire to preserve and maintain our natural assets.
In addition, open spaces and sporting grounds have been central to our
experience of raising three children, all active sporting participants, in Bayside
since we moved here in 2001.
I do see particular challenges for our retail precincts. From conversations with
members from Sandringham and Hampton Traders, there will be specific
impetus required to help our local business recover from the current
lockdown limitations.
Amongst other initiatives, I will work to ensure that property owners must
comply with regulations to keep their shops clean and free of graffiti, even
prior to re-opening. I will also work with traders on ideas to enliven the local
shopping strips to attract more visitors to support our local businesses.

(Max. 150 words)
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Bayside Council Candidate Questionnaire
Boyd, Castlefield and Ivison Wards
Please respond to the following statements and requests by:
1. Placing an X in the box under the Likert Scale of Strongly Agree to
Strongly Disagree
2. Providing additional explanation or commentary on your beliefs in the
space provided. Responses are limited to 150 words
NAME:

Colleen HARKIN

SIGNED:
DATE:

24/09/2020

WARD:

Boyd

Built Environment
HNA believes that:
Council should only support development applications if they are substantially
compliant with the Bayside Planning Scheme and improve the wellbeing of
present and future members of the Hampton community.
Council should oppose development applications that are not substantially
compliant with the Bayside Planning Scheme and reasonable community
expectations.
Council should support the allocation of staff time and sufficient resources to
meet the costs of external specialists to successfully defend Council’s planning
decisions that are the subject of an appeal to V.C.A.T.
Strongly
Agree
X

Somewhat
Agree

Neither Agree
Or Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Please expand upon your response and say what you will do if elected:
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For most of us, our biggest angst and the biggest threat to our bayside suburban living is
the on-going inappropriate and over development. We are not and do not want to be
urbanised.
There is no point having a Bayside Planning Scheme if any developer can get away with
ignoring the overlays and Council allow them to do so. I actually not that hard. All I need
to do is follow the Bayside Planning Scheme (after all, we already paid for that protection
when we purchased here.) and when necessary, furiously defend our overlays at VCAT.
Some change is inevitable, but we want to keep the SUB in sub-urban. I will be a
strong advocate for controlled growth to protect our unique neighbourhood village and our
environment. I will demonstrate strength and leadership, fiercely defending our SUBurban
status.

Hampton Community Infrastructure
HNA believes that:
Council owned community buildings in Hampton have reached or are close to
the end of their economic life, are no longer fit for purpose and will not meet the
needs of future users.
There has been maintenance expenditure but very limited capital investment by
Council in improvements to community buildings in Hampton since at least 1990
and the community of Hampton has grown in size and changed in demographic
composition since that time.
There is an opportunity to deliver existing and new community services better
and more cost effectively through modern purpose-built buildings.
In particular there is an opportunity to develop a new building located near to
Hampton Rail Station and Hampton Street Retail Area the Hampton
Community Hub .
To meet the needs of the Hampton community elected Councillors must advocate
for:
1. Insertion of a new Strategic Objective in the Infrastructure Action section
of the 2021 Bayside Council Four Year Plan to construct a new Hampton
Community Hub
2. Completion of the planning, consultation, design, financing and tender
documentation of that Community Hub building on or before September
2023
3. Commencement of construction of that new Community Hub building on
or before September 2024
Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Neither Agree
Or Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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X
Please expand upon your response and say what you will do if elected:
It is clear that many community buildings in the area are past their best. I understand the
broad concept of the HUB, as I believe it has been muted for quite some time, however, as
a nominated candidate only, (not an incumbent Councillor) without access to important
information or any mea on the b ne pertaining to the HUB , the strategy, the budget
allocation required, SWAT analysis etc, it would be cavalier and inappropriate for me to
make any substantial comment or pledge.
I appreciate that since you have asked the question, my answer is not what you want to
hear, and I apologise, however, due diligence, integrity and transparency are cornerstones
that ought not be compromised even if it means I d n get your vote.
What I can say is that it seems that the tourist areas in Bayside receive higher /
disproportionate attention. As a representative for Boyd ward, I will advocate for more
proportionate and appropriate attention and funds allocation to the Boyd ward area.

Hampton and Highett Neighbourhood Environment
HNA believes that:
Hampton and Highett are home to people in varying economic circumstances
and all stages of life from children, young singles, young families, working
couples to retired singles and couples.
Each of these groups use and identify strongly with differing aspects of the
natural environment, open space and urban neighbourhood where they live.
To meet the needs of the Hampton and Highett community elected Councillors
must act to:
1. Preserve the neighbourhood characteristics of Hampton and Highett that
are valued by its residents
2. Maintain the public assets and protect the quality of the open space in
sporting grounds, parks and coastal reserves
3. Support the vibrancy of the Hampton Street and Highett Road retail
precinct
Strongly
Agree
X

Somewhat
Agree

Neither Agree
Or Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Please expand upon your response and say what you will do if elected:
No one living in our locales is desirous of dense urban living or to see the demise of public
communal spaces. Public open space is paramount to retaining the suburban lifestyle we
enjoy. Protecting and enhancing the quality of the open space in sporting grounds, parks
and coastal reserves is what identifies us.
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These spaces provide, amongst other benefits, a great contribution to a healthy lifestyle
both mentally and physically. We must never lose sight of what we have. It is so easily lost
and if lost, can never be reinstated.
I am a strong voice for treed residential streets, and places for our children to n f ee ,
places where our communities can gather whether that be via sport, nature, the arts,
common interest
I the reason I live in this municipality and I want to enhance and
protect that for us all.
2020 has been a nightmare for many most particularly retail. I want to champion
reduction in red tape (for residents and b ine e ) and to support trader association
initiatives to help reinvigorate the sector. Last count there was 35 vacant (not temporarily
covid closed but vacant) retails shops in Hampton St. Tha not good for anybody. And it
impacts on the desirability of the broader area for potential new businesses. Really simple,
supportive initiatives could be undertaken to help. Reducing red tape is the start.
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Bayside Council Candidate Questionnaire
Boyd, Castlefield and Ivison Wards
Please respond to the following statements and requests by:
1. Placing an “X” in the box under the Likert Scale of Strongly Agree to
Strongly Disagree
2. Providing additional explanation or commentary on your beliefs in the
space provided. Responses are limited to 150 words
NAME:

Evan Packer

SIGNED:
DATE:

27/09/2020

WARD:

Boyd

Built Environment
HNA believes that:
Council should only support development applications if they are substantially
compliant with the Bayside Planning Scheme and improve the wellbeing of
present and future members of the Hampton community.
Council should oppose development applications that are not substantially
compliant with the Bayside Planning Scheme and reasonable community
expectations.
Council should support the allocation of staff time and sufficient resources to
meet the costs of external specialists to successfully defend Council’s planning
decisions that are the subject of an appeal to V.C.A.T.
Strongly
Agree
X

Somewhat
Agree

Neither Agree
Or Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I will listen to and be an advocate for Bayside residents and groups when
reviewing planning applications. Local amenity, heritage and liveability are
necessary considerations for appropriate developments in Bayside.
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(Max. 150 words)
Hampton Community Infrastructure
HNA believes that:
Council owned community buildings in Hampton have reached or are close to
the end of their economic life, are no longer fit for purpose and will not meet the
needs of future users.
There has been maintenance expenditure but very limited capital investment by
Council in improvements to community buildings in Hampton since at least 1990
and the community of Hampton has grown in size and changed in demographic
composition since that time.
There is an opportunity to deliver existing and new community services better
and more cost effectively through modern purpose-built buildings.
In particular there is an opportunity to develop a new building located near to
Hampton Rail Station and Hampton Street Retail Area (“the Hampton
Community Hub”).
To meet the needs of the Hampton community elected Councillors must advocate
for:
1. Insertion of a new Strategic Objective in the Infrastructure Action section
of the 2021 Bayside Council Four Year Plan to construct a new Hampton
Community Hub
2. Completion of the planning, consultation, design, financing and tender
documentation of that Community Hub building on or before September
2023
3. Commencement of construction of that new Community Hub building on
or before September 2024
Strongly
Agree
X

Somewhat
Agree

Neither Agree
Or Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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As a local resident for 50 years, I have experienced the extremely poor
expenditure by Council on community buildings and other assets in Hampton. A
community hub is necessary and urgently required to update the existing out of
date facilities. As a representative of Hampton residents, I would advocate and
support early discussions and decisions in relation to the hub’s facilities and
construction. It is too important to have the matter linger for years to come.

(Max. 150 words)
Hampton and Highett Neighbourhood Environment
HNA believes that:
Hampton and Highett are home to people in varying economic circumstances
and all stages of life from children, young singles, young families, working
couples to retired singles and couples.
Each of these groups use and identify strongly with differing aspects of the
natural environment, open space and urban neighbourhood where they live.
To meet the needs of the Hampton and Highett community elected Councillors
must act to:
1. Preserve the neighbourhood characteristics of Hampton and Highett that
are valued by its residents
2. Maintain the public assets and protect the quality of the open space in
sporting grounds, parks and coastal reserves
3. Support the vibrancy of the Hampton Street and Highett Road retail
precinct
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Agree
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Or Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
X
As a Councillor I would advocate for a fairer share of Council expenditure of time
and funds to improve Boyd Ward assets, whilst maintaining the neighbourhood
characteristics that are the underlying reason most people choose to live in the
area. In particular, Hampton Street shopping precinct is in embarrassingly poor
condition after many years of neglect and poor decisions. It is time Council better
allocated resources to the entire precinct, and I would campaign for that as a
Councillor.
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Bayside Council Candidate Questionnaire
Boyd, Castlefield and Ivison Wards
Please respond to the following statements and requests by:
1. Placing an X in the box under the Likert Scale of Strongly Agree to
Strongly Disagree
2. Providing additional explanation or commentary on your beliefs in the
space provided. Responses are limited to 150 words
NAME:

……Jamie Paterson…………………………………………

SIGNED:

………………………………………………

DATE:

……………30/09/2020…………………………………

WARD:

…………………Boyd……………………………

Built Environment
HNA believes that:
Council should only support development applications if they are substantially
compliant with the Bayside Planning Scheme and improve the wellbeing of
present and future members of the Hampton community.
Council should oppose development applications that are not substantially
compliant with the Bayside Planning Scheme and reasonable community
expectations.
Council should support the allocation of staff time and sufficient resources to
meet the costs of external specialists to successfully defend Council s planning
decisions that are the subject of an appeal to V.C.A.T.
Strongly
Agree
X

Somewhat
Agree

Neither Agree
Or Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Please expand upon your response and say what you will do if elected:
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Having objected personally to many planning applications that are not
complaint with our Planning Scheme, I am a strong supporter of your
statements.
We see far too many ambit claims by applicants at Council. The guidelines
need to be respected and Council needs to be firm and consistent in insisting
compliance and allocating resources into VCAT appeals.

(Max. 150 words)
Hampton Community Infrastructure
HNA believes that:
Council owned community buildings in Hampton have reached or are close to
the end of their economic life, are no longer fit for purpose and will not meet the
needs of future users.
There has been maintenance expenditure but very limited capital investment by
Council in improvements to community buildings in Hampton since at least 1990
and the community of Hampton has grown in size and changed in demographic
composition since that time.
There is an opportunity to deliver existing and new community services better
and more cost effectively through modern purpose-built buildings.
In particular there is an opportunity to develop a new building located near to
Hampton Rail Station and Hampton Street Retail Area the Hampton
Community Hub .
To meet the needs of the Hampton community elected Councillors must advocate
for:
1. Insertion of a new Strategic Objective in the Infrastructure Action section
of the 2021 Bayside Council Four Year Plan to construct a new Hampton
Community Hub
2. Completion of the planning, consultation, design, financing and tender
documentation of that Community Hub building on or before September
2023
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3. Commencement of construction of that new Community Hub building on
or before September 2024
Strongly
Agree
X

Somewhat
Agree

Neither Agree
Or Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Please expand upon your response and say what you will do if elected:
I am a strong supporter of Council providing communities with better and
cost-effective services by investing in community infrastructure.

(Max. 150 words)
Hampton and Highett Neighbourhood Environment
HNA believes that:
Hampton and Highett are home to people in varying economic circumstances
and all stages of life from children, young singles, young families, working
couples to retired singles and couples.
Each of these groups use and identify strongly with differing aspects of the
natural environment, open space and urban neighbourhood where they live.
To meet the needs of the Hampton and Highett community elected Councillors
must act to:
1. Preserve the neighbourhood characteristics of Hampton and Highett that
are valued by its residents
2. Maintain the public assets and protect the quality of the open space in
sporting grounds, parks and coastal reserves
3. Support the vibrancy of the Hampton Street and Highett Road retail
precinct
Strongly
Agree
X

Somewhat
Agree

Neither Agree
Or Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Please expand upon your response and say what you will do if elected:
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I strongly advocate for the preservation of our neighbourhood character. Our
shopping precincts and our small businesses need support more than ever.
Open space for both sport and passive recreation is vital in support
community well-being.

(Max. 150 words)
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